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Increase the weight 
Increase the reps
Increase the sets
Increase the training frequency 
Taking fewer rest breaks
Taking shorter rest breaks

The biggest factor in getting results from this program is to
continue to challenge your muscles as they get stronger.  When you
first start the program, it will be hard.  You might notice that as you
repeat the workouts, that a week or two into it, things start to get
easier.  This is a GREAT sign that your neural connection to your
muscle is increasing.  It also means you need to continue to load
the muscle in new ways to continue to build out your muscles.  So
this might mean any one of the following ways to continue to
challenge your muscles:

Simply put, muscles grow bigger when we continue to push them
to do so. This is probably the biggest reason why we fail to see any
significant changes in body appearance or composition in people
over time.  Without continuing to challenge the muscle, most
people look exactly the same they did when they first started
working out.
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Increasing The Weight

This is one of the easiest ways to continue to stimulate muscle
growth.  I like to increase weights in increments of 5 or 10lbs as this
is usually a shock to the nervous system.  There is always a way to
increase the weight - increasing the weight, doubling up on
resistance bands, or even having a small child climb on top of you
during a workout. 

I affectionately call my kettlebell swings ‘kiddiebell swings’
because it is 100 pounds of kid (and I do not currently have that
kettlebell weight at home!).

Increasing The Reps

In the program, you will see that I will be giving you a range of
repetitions to work towards.  Another way to make things harder is
to bump up your rep range by 5 or even 10 reps.  In fact, if you're
feeling like a gangster, you may want to try and increase your rep
range until failure.  This is a sure fire way to get a beautiful pump. 
 Now of course, you cannot indefinitely increase your reps.  If you
are doing 500 reps, you need to go back to increasing your weight
so you can continue to grow your muscle.

Increase The Sets

Adding in an extra set of any given exercise is surely a way to
continue making big demands of your muscle tissue.  As with
weights, you might find that a week or two into the program you
are going to want to try and increase the set by 1.
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Increasing The Training Frequency

This program is a 4 day split, with 3 rest days built into it.  This
follows a tried and tested system of training body parts at least
twice per week.  You can, however, break this rule once you notice
your gains slowing down, or you need an extra challenge.  You can
bring up the total training frequency to 6 days per week, meaning
each body part will be trained at a minimum of 3 days per week.  

I like to employ this strategy with legs and glutes (if you are in Hello
Betty and have ever taken my Betty Booty challenge you know this
to be true!!).

Take Fewer Or Shorter Rest Breaks

When you take fewer rest breaks (ie. finishing one exercise and
going right into the next one, or decreasing the total time you rest)
either between sets or reps, you are giving your muscles less time
to recover.  You are still doing the same total volume of work, but it
is a greater metabolic challenge.
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Training Structure

The strength training in this program is carried out over 4 days,
with the cardio component carried out over 6 days.  As we
discussed in the previous section, you can, overtime, increase this
volume to 6 days per week. You have one full rest day, and 2 days
where you just have steady state cardio.

We are doing a lot of bigger muscle groups and splitting them up to
strategically allow for appropriate rest and recovery.  If you chose
to increase your training frequency, you can simply repeat the
sequence.  A typical day is going to consist of 7 exercises so we can
grow muscle, and burn fat.

The workouts are multi-joint workouts, meaning you will be using
many different muscles during one exercise.  You will notice I will
start with bigger muscles first, and then finish with smaller,
accessory muscle groups.  Most training programs forget about
these smaller groups, and this is what can lead to injury.  A well
rounded muscle and program requires that you work the smaller
muscles groups that help to stabilize these bigger movers as well.

Four Day Breakdown
Day 1 - Full Body 1
Day 2 - Legs (Glutes & Hamstrings)
Day 3 - Full Body 2
Day 4 - Abs
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Equipment you will need

I’ve designed this so it can be done at home with either some
resistance bands, or it can be done with weights.

Option 1: Resistance Bands

Resistance bands are one of my favorite ways to develop muscle
strength and they are super convenient and much cheaper
compared to dumbbells and kettlebells.  You do not need a
dedicated area in your home for them, and they just pack up in your
suitcase and travel with you.

Some bands come with handles on the end, and others are just a
continuous loop.  Either are great.  I use the looped bands and have
put the ones I use below.

Resistance bands are great for those of us just starting out, nursing
an injury or getting back into the habit because they are much easier
on joints than traditional dumbbells and kettlebells can be.  You also
never have to worry about dropping a resistance band on your toe
like you do with dumbbells!  I have had the unfortunate experience
of this and let me tell you, it ain’t pretty.

Resistance bands also grow alongside your strength gains and can
also be used in tandem with traditional weights (I love doing this
with dumbbell and kettlebell squats and lunges).  Banding up with
weights is a great way to progressively load the muscle and amp up
the tension throughout the range of motion.
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I recommend having at least 3 bands with different tension.  Most
women I work with  typically start by using heavier tension for the
legs and lower body, and lighter resistance in the upper body where
we are typically weaker.   

Having a variety of resistance bands will allow you to ‘double up’ on
bands as you get stronger to continue to progressively load the
muscles you are working.

How To Choose Your Bands

A band is the right tension for you if the last three repetitions in a
set are incredibly difficult.  Those last 3 reps are where most of your
gains happen, so you want to be working almost to failure!  If you
are able to punch out all your reps easily, consider doubling or
tripling up your banding until the last 3 reps are difficult.  In my
opinion, it is better to go harder than lighter.  This will help you
develop the physique you are seeking.

Recommended Bands

The bands I use are looped, and are marketed primarily as ‘pull-up
assisted bands’, although you are going to use these for a variety of
exercises like squats, hip thrusts and more.

United States
Resistance bands: https://amzn.to/3laPmnx
Booty Bands: (optional) https://amzn.to/3o0SF2z

Canada:
Resistance bands: https://amzn.to/3a8O62C
Booty Bands: (optional) https://amzn.to/3r0nKpC
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Equipment you will need

Option 2: Dumbbells & Kettlebells

If your finances allow for it, investing in a set of dumbbells or
kettlebells will afford you versatility in your workouts, and like
resistance bands, they do not take up a lot of space. Mine stack up
neatly in a corner and I can use them for almost any exercise
imaginable. 

The obvious benefit to dumbbells is you can continue to increase the
weight as you get stronger, and continue your muscle growth.  A nice
byproduct of course, is an increase in grip strength overtime just by
holding them!  Grip strength has been strongly correlated with
longevity, so this is a great bonus.

As you learned in the book, you can alternate weights for different
stages of your menstrual cycle, with some weeks lifting moderate
weights with a moderate rep range, some weeks heavy weights with
a low rep range, and other weeks lighter weights with a higher rep
range.  These all serve to build strength, shape and develop the
muscle.

Form is incredibly important when using dumbbells and kettlebells. 
 They naturally put more pressure on your joints, and if you are not
careful, this can increase the likelihood of injury.  Make sure you take
the time to watch the videos provided in this workout, and follow
the cues I have laid out for you.  It is important that you learn to
listen to your body.  You should be able to complete the set with
excellent form...even on your last rep.
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The Training Workout

This workout was designed to be completed with 4 days of
strength training, 6 days of steady state cardio training, and 1 full
rest day.

Complete the series of exercises in a circuit format.  Meaning,
you will cycle through all the exercises, one after another until you
are finished.  That is one set.  Then you will go back to the first
exercise and start again.

A Giant Set is combining 3 or more exercises to complete as a mini
circuit.  On strength training Day 2, you will see I have grouped out
3 exercises together.  Complete those 3 exercises in circuit format
before moving to the next grouping of three exercises.

Wherever possible, I will show modifications with both the
resistance band and a dumbbell.
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  Day 1      Day 2     Day 3     Day 4     Day 5     Day 6     Day 7

Strength Training 1 videos:   click here
Strength Training 2 videos:   click here
Strength Training 3 videos:   click here
Strength Training 4 videos:   click here
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BETTY  BODY CHALLENGE TRAINING REPS & SETS

Day 1 - Full Body
Reps Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4*

Jumping Banded Squats 12
Resistance Band Lat Pull Down 12
Overhead Shoulder Press 12-15
1.5 Squats 12-15
Bent Over Row 15

Spiderman Pushups
**AMRAP 60 
seconds

Lateral Arm Raise
* SET 4 continue till muscle failure 
**As Many Reps As Possible

Day 2 - Glutes & Hamstrings
Reps Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4*

Banded Squat Jump 12
Banded Giant Walks 12
Hip Thrusters 12
Curtsy Squat + 3 Pulses 12-15
3 Lunge Combo 4-7
Glute Bridge With 1 Leg 12-15
Chair Frog Lifts 12-15
* SET 4 continue till muscle failure 

Day 3 - Full Body 
Reps Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4*

Reverse Lunges x3 4-7
Resistance Band Lat Row 12-15
dumbbell One Arm Shoulder Press 12-15
Step-Ups 12-15
One Arm Bent Over Row 12-15
Front Arm Raise 12-15
Reverse Flys 12-15
* SET 4 continue till muscle failure 

Day 4 - Abs & Active Rest
Reps Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4*

Lumbarjack Abs 12-15
Frog Lift 12-15
Side Planks to Knee In/Out 30
Alternating Leg Extension 30
Frog Leg Ab Crunch 30
Frog Leg Reach Side To Side 30
* SET 4 continue till muscle failure 

The above rep ranges re designed to give you a strong base.  You should follow that for at least one 28 day cycle.  
Afterwards, to make this coincide with your menstrual cycle, you can also change the reps in the following way:
Week 1 8-10 reps Moderate Weight
Week 2 5-8 reps Heavy weight
Week 3 8-10 reps Moderate Weight
Week 4 15-20 reps Light weight


